Density functional theory (DFT) is notorious for the absence of gradient corrections to the two-dimensional (2D) Thomas-Fermi kinetic-energy functional; it is widely accepted that the 2D analog of the 3D von Weizsäcker correction vanishes, together with all higher-order corrections. Contrary to this long-held belief, we show that the leading correction to the kinetic energy does not vanish, is unambiguous, and contributes perturbatively to the total energy. This insight emerges naturally in a simple extension of standard DFT, which has the effective potential energy as a functional variable on equal footing with the single-particle density. [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] have triggered theoretical work on the semiclassical description of fermionic atoms by density functional theory (DFT) [8] [9] [10] [11] . While the ThomasFermi (TF) approximation to the kinetic-energy functional is accurate enough at the early stage of these investigations, better approximations will eventually be required for, say, more precise thermometry [12] [13] [14] and more realistic descriptions of interfaces in multi-component Fermi gases [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] . The DFT formalism of Kohn-Sham (KS) type handles the kinetic-energy contribution accurately, but at the price of a large overhead of single-particle orbitals [22] [23] [24] . Whereas highly precise KS calculations are standard fare in 3D chemical physics and material science, the problematic dimensional reduction to 2D requires tailored approximations of the exchange-correlation functional, for which no general consensus has been reached [25] [26] [27] . Generally, significant efforts are spent on improving orbital-free approximations of functionals, not only within the KS scheme [28] [29] [30] [31] , and particularly in 2D [32] [33] [34] , but foremost because an accurate orbitalfree DFT would excel by superior computational efficiency [35] [36] [37] [38] .
Introduction Recent advances in the experimental creation and control of ultracold Fermi gases [1] in twodimensional (2D) geometries [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] have triggered theoretical work on the semiclassical description of fermionic atoms by density functional theory (DFT) [8] [9] [10] [11] . While the ThomasFermi (TF) approximation to the kinetic-energy functional is accurate enough at the early stage of these investigations, better approximations will eventually be required for, say, more precise thermometry [12] [13] [14] and more realistic descriptions of interfaces in multi-component Fermi gases [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] . The DFT formalism of Kohn-Sham (KS) type handles the kinetic-energy contribution accurately, but at the price of a large overhead of single-particle orbitals [22] [23] [24] . Whereas highly precise KS calculations are standard fare in 3D chemical physics and material science, the problematic dimensional reduction to 2D requires tailored approximations of the exchange-correlation functional, for which no general consensus has been reached [25] [26] [27] . Generally, significant efforts are spent on improving orbital-free approximations of functionals, not only within the KS scheme [28] [29] [30] [31] , and particularly in 2D [32] [33] [34] , but foremost because an accurate orbitalfree DFT would excel by superior computational efficiency [35] [36] [37] [38] .
Improving upon the TF kinetic energy functional requires gradient terms that account for the inhomogeneity in the single-particle density to leading order. Unfortunately, at first sight it appears that the 2D analog of the 3D von Weizsäcker (vW) correction has a vanishing coefficient, and that all higher-order corrections vanish, too. This has been known for decades, at least since the early 1990s [39, 40] , and has become generally accepted wisdom (see, for example, [41] [42] [43] ). We are thus confronted with a dilemma: On the one hand, we know that the TF approximation cannot be exact; on the other hand, there is no established pathway toward nonzero corrections. It is understandable, then, that various ad-hoc corrections have been invented, such as the vW-type term [9] and the nonlocal average-density functional recently proposed by van Zyl et al. [10, 11] . However, systematic progress is possible without improvisation. In this Letter, we provide an analytical, orbital-free approach to the calculation of the leading gradient correction to the TF kinetic-energy functional. By a simple extension of standard DFT, which uses the effective potential energy as an independent variable on equal footing with the single-particle density [44] , we obtain a nonzero gradient correction that is unambiguous and yields a first-order correction to the energy that can be evaluated by the usual perturbation-theory method. The problem with, and the ambiguities of, the gradient correction to the density functional arise when one eliminates the effective potential energy in order to arrive at a functional of the density alone.
Functionals We review briefly the construction of the joint functional of the single-particle density n(r ) and the effective potential energy V (r ), as given in [44] . We incorporate the particle-count constraint
into the density functional
with the aid of a Lagrange multiplier, the chemical potential µ,
Here (dr ) denotes the volume element at position r ; V ext (r ) is the external potential energy for a probe particle at r ; N is the total number of particles; E kin [n] is the density functional of the kinetic energy; and E int [n] is that of the particle-particle interaction energy. the density identifies the effective potential energy V (r ),
and the Legendre transformation
introduces the potential-energy functional
has no contribution associated with δn(r ). Accordingly, we have the joint functional
which is stationary at the actual V (r ), n(r ), and µ. The structure of Eq. (5) shows that
the Hamiltonian of noninteracting particles with kinetic energy T (p) and potential energy V (r ) − µ for each particle, in the N -particle ground state of the physical Hamiltonian
that involves the potential energy V ext (r ) of the external forces and the full N -particle interaction Hamiltonian H int [45] . The vanishing linear response of E[V, n, µ] to variations δV (r ), δn(r ), and δµ implies the set of equations
jointly solved by the actual effective potential energy V (r ), the actual single-particle density n(r ), and the actual value of the chemical potential µ. Equation (1) is recovered by combining Eqs. (10a) and (10c). We can convert E[V, n, µ] into a functional E[V, µ] of V (r ) and µ by solving Eq. (10b) for n(r ) in terms of V (r ). Likewise, we return from E[V, n, µ] to E[n, µ] by solving Eq. (10a) for V (r ) in terms of n(r ) and
In particular, the kinetic-energy density functional is obtained as
(11) provided that we can carry out the necessary steps. For the familiar TF model for the 3D electron gas in atoms, these matters are discussed in [46] .
As an example in 2D, we consider a gas of N unpolarized spin-1 2 atoms of mass m with a repulsive contact interaction of strength W > 0. We have
in TF approximation, where r is now a 2D position vector and (dr ) is its area element, and [x] + selects the positive values of variable x, that is:
, with Heaviside's unit step function η( ). The actual V (r ), n(r ), and µ solve
+ for the density, with the value of µ determined by Eq. (1), and the effective potential energy then from Eq. (13b).
The kinetic-energy functional
is obtained in accordance with Eq. (11), and we note that solving Eq. (13a) for V (r ) − µ in terms of n(r ) is only possible where n(r ) > 0, whereas this equation does not tell us the value of V (r ) where the density vanishes. This is of no consequence in this example, but the proviso at Eq. (11) must be kept in mind. The reduced functionals
and
are clearly quite different, they are not just reparameterizations of each other. The density functional E[n] is minimal for the actual density whereas the potential-energy functional is maximal for the actual potential energy and the actual value of the chemical potential,
where the permissible densities obey the constraint of Eq. (1). We get upper bounds on the actual energy E(N ) from trial densities in E[n], and lower bounds from trial values for V (r ) and µ in E[V, µ].
We must note in this context that the potential functionals of [47] are not of the E[V, µ] kind. Rather, they are density functionals of the usual E[n] kind in disguise, with the density parameterized in terms of the external potential (as one does at an intermediate step in the standard proof of the HohenbergKohn theorem). Since E[n] provides upper bounds on the actual energy, so do these functionals of the E n[V ext ] type.
Gradient corrections The Hamiltonian in Eq. (8) is that of noninteracting particles, with the kinetic energy T (p) = p 2 /(2m) fixed and different choices for V (r ) − µ. Since there is one copy of the single-particle Hamiltonian H(R, P) for each particle, it follows that
. For truly noninteracting fermions, all single-particle orbitals with energies below the chemical potential would be occupied and none above, so that f (x) = xη(−x) = −[−x] + then. For interacting fermions, this f (x) is an approximation, but it is sufficiently accurate for the current purpose, and so we approximate
where we exhibit a factor of two for the spin multiplicity and evaluate the quantum-mechanical trace by the phase-space integral of the Wigner function for the single-particle operator
The lowest-order terms in a gradient expansion of the Wigner function [g(A)] W of an operator function g(A) in terms of the Wigner function A W of the argument are [48] 
where
∂ r is the two-sided differential operator of the classical Poisson bracket, which acts only on the A W factors standing right next to it inside the curly brackets, and terms of order ( Λ) 4 and higher are neglected in Eq. (19) . For A = H(R, P) − µ with A W = H(r , p) − µ and g(x) = [−x] + with the derivatives g (x) = δ(x) and g (x) = δ (x), we find
The first term is the TF approximation that was already used in Eq. (12), and the second term -of second order in the gradient -is the leading quantum correction, formally of relative size ∝ 2 . The resulting quantum correction to the TF energy is obtained by a perturbative evaluation,
with the effective potential energy V TF (r ) found in the TF approximation that neglects the second term in Eq. (20) . Exceptional cases aside, the gradient of V TF is continuous at the border between the classically allowed and forbidden regions selected by the delta function, and there is no ambiguity in evaluating the integral [49] . In view of Eq. (11), this ∆ qu E is also the quantum correction that the leading correction to the TF approximation of E kin [n] in Eq. (14) should produce. We find this corresponding gradient correction by solving
for µ − V in terms of n up to second order in the gradient,
and then using this in Eq. (11) to arrive at [39, 40, 42, 43] ). When the term was found, it was discarded on the basis that it gives "a vanishing contribution to the integrated kinetic energy for physical densities which decay smoothly to zero as r tends to infinity" [9] , which is a reasonable argument.
In any case, the correction term is rather problematic. Recalling the remark after Eq. (14), we observe that Eq. (23) is restricted to regions where n(r ) > 0, and there we have δ(n) = 0. But what about the border region that solely contributes to ∆ qu E in Eq. (21)? Further, an attempt at a perturbative evaluation, requires the assignment of a value to (∇n TF ) 2 where the gradient of n TF is discontinuous. This is in marked contrast to ∆ qu E in Eq. (21) where ∇V TF is (usually) continuous across the border between the classically allowed region (µ > V ) and the classically forbidden region (µ < V ).
Clearly, these problems occur in the transition from E[V, n, µ] to E[n, µ] and, eventually, to E[n]. We can stay out of trouble by consistently working with the joint functional E[V, n, µ]. Also in other contexts, functionals of the effective potential energy have been more useful than the standard functionals of DFT [53] .
Not only the correction term ∝ δ(n)(∇n) 2 has been found before, also intermediate equations such as Eq. (22) or similar appear in other derivations -with a colossal difference in physical meaning, however: The effective potential energy V (r ) is a variable of the functional E[V, n, µ] on equal footing with the density n(r ) and we prefer to keep V in the formalism, rather than eliminating it. In other derivations, an auxiliary variable V (r ) is introduced as a technical tool for deriving statements about systems of noninteracting particles, is eliminated at the earliest convenience without a trace, and is never a variable of a functional. It is also worth remembering that the effective potential energy accounts for the interaction fully [see Eq. (10b)], and the functional E 1 [V − µ], be it in TF approximation or beyond, is equally valid for interacting and noninteracting particles.
2D harmonic oscillator The external harmonicoscillator potential V ext (r ) = particles in an external harmonic-oscillator potential in the vicinity of the border between the classically allowed and forbidden regions. The abscissa is the radial distance r = |r | in oscillator units. For five filled shells (N = 30) and for the fifth shell half-full (N = 25), the plot shows the exact densities n ex , their TF approximations n TF , and the densities n Ai obtained with Airy-averaging techniques.
the accuracy of approximate energy functionals as done in [9, 39, 56] for harmonically confined noninteracting particles [57] . We follow this tradition and examine E[V, n, µ] in TF approximation,
The stationary values are V TF (r ) = V ext (r ) = 
where the three-term sum refers to the three contributions in Eq. (26) . The quantum correction of Eq. (21) is
which is unambiguous, definitely nonzero, and small compared with the leading TF contribution. Figure 1 shows that ∆ qu E(N ) gives an average account of the oscillatory difference between the exact energy [58] and the TF approximation.
Particle density The leading gradient correction of Eq. (20) is fine for the perturbative evaluation as in Eq. (21) but the implied correction to the single-particle density in Eq. (22) is singular and entirely localized at the border between the classically allowed and forbidden regions. A fully satisfactory improvement over the TF approximation should yield a smooth transition across this border. This is achieved with the 2D analogs of the 3D Airy-averaging techniques [46, 59] , by which one obtains better approximations for E 1 [V − µ] and the resulting density [60] . These matters and others will be discussed elsewhere [61] . Here we are content with showing, in Fig. 2 , two such densities for the harmonicoscillator example above, together with the exact densities and their TF approximations. Clearly, the Airy averages improve matters much and yield very reasonable densities [62] .
Summary We established the leading gradient correction to the TF approximation for the kinetic energy for a 2D gas of fermions. This quantum correction is unambiguous and its nonzero contribution to the energy can be evaluated. These findings are at variance with traditional claims that the gradient corrections vanish in all orders. Having concluded that the derivations that support these claims are problematic in the transition from the joint density-potential functional to the density-only functional, we recommend working consistently with the joint functional.
[49] The example of Eqs. (12)- (16) is a bit pathological in this respect, but an easy cure is available: Replace the contact interaction with an interaction that has a short range a > 0,
Solving the corresponding version of Eq. (13b) for n(r ) is then accomplished by n(r ) =
With n(r ) from Eq. (13a), this is a second-order differential equation for V (r ), and the resulting effective potential energy has a continuous gradient field.
[50] The correction term ∝ δ(n)(∇n) 2 differs in structure from the well-known vW correction ∝ n −1 (∇n) 2 to the kinetic energy functional in 3D, and the analogous 1D term (which, however, has a negative coefficient).
[51] The Kirkwood and Kirzhnits (K&K) expansion methods are particularly popular. They are similar to, but different from, the Wigner-function based methods. In the K&K approaches, operator functions of R and P are ordered such that all Rs are to the left of all Ps in products (or vice versa), whereas a symmetric ordering underlies the Wigner-function methods. [53] There is, in particular, Schwinger's derivation of the leading and second corrections to the TF energy of neutral atoms [66, 67] ; see also [46] and references therein. 
